Design and Implementation of Scientific Research Data Platform Based on Psychiatric Big Data
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Abstract: Health care big data is an important basic strategic resource of the country. The application of medical big data is of great significance for clinical medical research, scientific management and the transition and development of medical service mode. Regarding the mining and research of big data in psychiatry, there is no corresponding research in China and abroad. Establish a clinical data center system: collect all the data of the hospital's clinical information system, including structured data and pathological reports in text format, scans of past medical records, etc. The main function of such system is to clean, store and refactor data for clinical and scientific analysis with the common data model (Common Data Model) as the core. In this article, in order to illustrating design and implementation of such system, architecture design, key technology and implementation steps are introduced in detail as well as the safety and reliability. Relied on the big data mining and analysis technology of electronic medical records, in the future, a clinical data center system would be applied to clinical medicine, scientific research data support, and guiding treatment programs.

1. Introduction

One of the national strategic guidelines is the construction of big data, in which national health big data is an important part of big data construction [1]. The document of the General Office of the State Council, “Guiding advice on Promoting and Regulating the Development of Big Data Applications for Health Care,” clearly states that health big data is a basic strategic resource to the Country [2]. The collection and application of health big data is of great significance for the development of clinical medicine, health management and medical services in the next 20 years [3-5]. Especially for psychiatry, it is more suitable for analyzing and researching with clinical big data, and achieving momentous research results.

2. Research status

The current state of foreign research: In recent years, the global development of big data is blooming, and it has been involved in all areas of industry [6]. With the popularization and application of various information systems, the medical industry has owned a large amount of
medical clinical data, which has met the general standard of big data. From the perspective of the development of the entire medical industry, the transformation and application of medical big data has become a trend of development in the industry [7-8]. In 2008, Science published an article on Big Data: Science in the Petabyte Era. The three basic theories in the 2011 IDC research report "Extracting Value from Chaos" constitute the theoretical basis of big data [9]. The American Public Health Association has launched Flu near you, a website that monitors the spread of the flu and uses big data processing techniques to analyze any future flu outbreaks [10]. However, the mining and research of big data in psychiatry is still in primary stage in developed countries.

The current state of domestic research: At present, the research and application of health big data in China is relatively late compared with other big data research. No scale effect has been generated yet, however great progress has been made in recent two years, which focuses on the development of big data analysis driven by medical application needs [11-12]. For example, the Beijing Health Commission has begun to analyze and alert epidemic outbreaks, public emergencies, and population movements through big data mining and analysis techniques, which would provide data evidence of management. Another instance, Central South University has also worked on a combination of big data, mobile medical treatment, and the Internet of Things. It takes advantages of the Internet of Things terminal to collect various physiological indicators of the human body, transmits it through mobile networks then, and eventually stores the collected healthy big data to the Xiangya Data Center [13]. Unfortunately, the mining and research of big data for psychiatry is still a blank in China nowadays.

3. Research content

Our team has had the rich construction experience of our hospital in clinical research data center and related applications [14]. Based on our experience and the analysis of clinical and scientific research demand, it is determined that the content of this research and development turns into the following aspects:

Construction of a clinical data center system: gather all data from the hospital's clinical information system, including the pathological report of structured data in text format, the scan of past medical records, etc. These data would be cleaned, stored and reconstructed with using the Common Data Model (Common Data Model). Clinical Big Data Center of GuangJi Hospital can be built on this solid system, for clinical research and scientific analysis [15].

Patient Indexing Service: a unique identity token is established on the Big Data platform, which is associated with the information such as medical card, medical treatment number, and hospitalization number of the local HIS system. This identity of the big data system is unique in order to ensure the availability and validity of big data.

Integrated User Management Service: Users are able to enroll in the various medical systems with a unique account password due to a unified platform, namely the association of other software sub-systems, which is convenient for authorization and user management. On the other hand, the visible range of data can be defined according to the user’s roles, responsibilities, and tasks in the research project of different users.

4. System design and implementation

(1) Architecture design

The entire psychiatric data center system will adopt centralized data management architecture to manage the electronic medical record data of each department, including extracting the data of each system in the hospital, transforming and integrating the extracted data. Then, the data would be classified and stored. The architecture of the data processing platform is approximately divided into
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description in text form is of ambiguity and non-standardized description. Therefore, the most important step in data processing is to transform the unstructured data into standardized, structured data. In combination with the characteristics of psychiatry, our hospital develops the following natural language processing module to actualize the structuration of data: (1) medical named entity recognition module (2) medical named entity automatic coding module.

(3) Implementation steps

The first stage: During the process of business analysis and data model establishment, the e-medical electronic medical record mining starts with the current mental illness treatment procedure in the hospital. The original structured data is directly extracted into the clinical resource center. Besides, the unstructured data would be cleaned, categorized, natural language processed, and then stored. Our goal is to complete the construction of a clinical big data platform with statistical analysis of information and corresponding data visualization. Gradually automate the extraction and processing of data in the psychiatric big data platform.

The second stage: Construct the model database for the recommendation system of the disease diagnosis and treatment plan based on the reference of the model of the clinical disease diagnosis system. This database would offer the data analysis evidence for the processing and analysis of clinical big data.

The third stage: Gradually improve the entities of various mental diseases and mental diseases in the database. The platform is able to generate new decision model parameters after new data was added; the establishment of grouping models of various diseases gradually completes the construction, transformation and data docking of the platform.

5. Safety and reliability design

Security: Adopt international advanced data desensitization technology to ensure that patient's individual privacy is not leaked and clinical trial data is not illegally infringed and modified. At the meantime, provide a variety of security inspection and audit tools to ensure the consistency of system data processing and data is not lost and damaged due to accidents. In terms of system security, the physical architecture including the security devices such as gatekeepers and firewalls are set up, and the internal and external networks in the hospital are isolated. Network user real name must be authenticated. At the network level, unlicensed, universal ports with security risks are closed. In terms of software, anti-virus software and policy prevention against viruses have recently appeared. Therefore, security settings and prevention are implemented in various aspects to prevent illegal users from intruding into the system, ensuring data security and data integrity.

Reliability: The platform has also made multiple preparations for the availability and the reliability. Firstly, it adopts a variety of high-reliability software architectures and high-availability technologies to ensure the stability of the normal operation of the system, especially for the uninterrupted operation of critical business and the operational protection of emergency. Back up the database in the clinical data center to ensure uninterrupted operation and rapid recovery of sudden failures. Ensure system reliability.

6. Summary

In the field of big data and precision medicine for mental illness, taking advantage of biomedical big data mining, a variety of life-study analysis and statistics technology, a unified and complete data view for all kinds of scientific research information applications can be created by the construction of a scientific research data platform based on psychiatry Big Data. Ultimately, the improvement of medical service quality, the reduction of medical errors, the improvement of clinical research level and the reduction of medical costs would be realized.
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